Form the scalar product (n, of Theorem 1.
-<Ae-ATB, nMT -(ecATBc(n: T ) , n%T.
(34)
Substituting (77) into (34) and noting that the matrices A and e c A f commute, one obtains {67: n> = -GT [-L[c(n, T ) <st:ni = -FT [-L[c(n, T:) 
] + !AxiT!,p(T)j But B=xi;T,!, e -A T n = p ( T j and so t <Bc(n, T I , p ( T !
= -6TfPjT) = -6TEl*.
Thus we have found that (67, n) = -H*6T.
If the response time T is fixed, 6T = 0. If the response time T is free H*=O according to ( l o j ; in either case
COWdEKTS
Since the proof of Theorem 1 involved the use of the necessary conditions provided by the maximum principle, i t should be clear that Theorem 1 represents a necessary condition.
The result derived has been shown to be true for time-optimal systems3,' ( L [ u ! t ) ] = l ) ; for time-optimal systems the set S [ c ) is the boun_dary of a closed, bounded and convex set S ( E ) so that the tangent plane is a support plane. This fact has been used to derive iterative techniques for the computation of the time-optimal control. The results presented in this communication represent the first step toward the development of iterative techniques for other optimal systems. If the set .S(c) is the boundary of a convex set then the tangent plane a t E is a support plane and if the point f is regular then the initial costate n is unique and so the optimal control is unique. Howex-er, in general, there exist nonunique extrema1 controls and the iterative techniques \\-ill probably be quite complex. If Sft! is smooth, Theorem 1 can be developed in a way quite different from the proof given here by estending a result given b>-R o~e n o e r .~ On Cancellations, Controllability I n this communication we attack the general rase \\-hen the ".\-matrix" has not neressaril>l distinrt eigewcahes.
\\-e iind necessa~y and szcfirient conditions for cancellations in the transfer funrtion. Our approach uses direct matrix theory proofs and does not require the diagonalization of the system.
Consider the following linear timeinvariant system S:
S:
where x-an n vector,c is the state of S with YO the initial state at time t=O; y-a scalar, is the output; A-is a constant n X n matrix; b, c-are constant n vectors; 6 4 s a scalar.
T o get the solution for .v in terms of the input u =-e take the Laplace transforms of (1) and ( 2 )
f4)
Elimination of S(s! from ( 3 ) and (4) 
2) if c ' ( s I -A ) -l has a cancellation then
this cancelled mode cannot be observed in the output y .
These intuitive obserx-ations 1) and 2) will be expressed precisely in Theorems I and 11, respectively.
Theorem I d necessary and su-ffiLient condition that the system S be completely controllable is that (sI--4)-'b hace n o cancellations.

Theorem I I A necessary and suficient condition that thz system S be complete131 obsercable is that c'(sI-A)-l hare no cancellations.
Before proceeding t o prove Theorems I and I1 let us remind the reader of the definitions of complete controllability and complete observabili'y and also of a characterization for each one. All these definitions and characterizations are due to Kalman. 
The proofs of Theorems I and 11 evolve directly from the following lemma. Let G-be a n 11 Xn matrix f-an n vector X-a scalar variable such that (xI-G)-I exists. 
IEEE TRASSACTIONS ON A U T O A i A T I C COLVTROL Lenznuz: (XI-G)-!f has a ca?zcellatiof1 ifv and o d y if, d e t v , Gf, ' . . , G"if]=O.
Proof:
Form the following identities:
(12) \Ye define the constants ai i=O, . . . , n by the following identit).:
(13)
S e x t , multiply the first equation of (12) \Ve now multiply the first equation of (18) 
L O
Since the coefficient of Gn-lf in (20) is an. X0 which is nonzero [in fact, refer to (13) to see that a n = l ] , (20) But by (ll)f=(XI-G)h so that (21) transforms into
Sote that in deriving (22) from (21) we used the fact that the matrices Gi and (XI-G) commute. Sow, for X such that det(X1 -Gj+O, (22) implies that
Xest, multiply the first 1 2 equation of (12) as follolvs: the first one by 7 0 , the second by y1 ,etc. and add u p all equations. Using (23) which can also be written as
The denominator of (25) 
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On Mobility in Constrained Dynamical Systems
This communication describes a property of states of dynamical systems' someahat analogous to Kalman's controllability.? The notion of state ttzobilitg is shown elsewhere3 to be of significance in the design of closed loop (feedback) optimal control systems.
For the dynamical system = f(x(t), u0))
(1) with x and f n vectors and u an tn vector and the dot denoting differentiation with respect to time, we use the notation
to mean the solution of ( l ) , assuming its existence and uniqueness, which (1) defines a t time t if the state of the system at t o is x ( f o ) and the control ~( 7 ) is used for \Te define x ( t ) to be a n admissible state of (1) if and only if x ( t ) E X , and u ( f ) to be an admissible control for (1) if and only if u(t) E C for tE [to, t~] ( X and L' are finite dimensional real spaces). Then we define x(to) to be a mobile state of (1) Intuitively this defines a mobile state to be an admissible state from which the system can be driven into a n admissible state by use of a n admissible control.
An example of a situation in which immobile states arise is given below. I t should be observed that the presence or absence of such states is not predicted by existing theory and yet is clearly a n interesting question in the design of optimal systems.3 The example given is for a set of difference equations. Consider the system +[to, tl. The mobile, immobile and inadmissible states are shown in Fig. 1 . As a brief illustration of how the system could reach an immobile state, let RI=l.5, Rz=l.O, the (admissible) initial state be xr(O)=(1.2 l.O), and the (admissible) initial control be u T ( O ) = ( -0.8 0.). Then the (admissible but immobile) state into which the system is driven is xT(1)=(1.4 1.2).
From this state there is no admissible control u
which Fill drive S into an admissible state. 
